Marine Roll Safety Spray Shields

- Roll type Spray Shields designed for “cut to length” applications.
- Temporarily contains and deflects leaks and sprays of pressurized fluids and flammables, such as hydraulic fluid, fuel, or lube oil, for fire and safety protection.
- Designed to wrap around flanges, valves, fittings, and any type of pipe or tube connection, especially in ship engine rooms and hot surfaces.
- Suitable for stocking for all ships, barges, and marine vessels, including Navy, Coast Guard, and other military crafts, to meet Solas, DNV, and ABS requirements.
- Made from multiple layers of fire resistant aluminized and coated fiberglass fabrics.
- Available in military specification ASTM F1138, and economical non-military specification.
- Quickly and easily installed with stainless tie wire.
- Optional lacing hooks, rings, or clamps can be incorporated for installation.
- Available in widths of 2”, 3”, 4”, 5”, 6”, 7”, 8”, 9”, 10”, 11”, and 12”.
- Rolls are 30 feet long standard, custom lengths available.
- Maximum operating temperature of 500°F.